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Documentary

Gold Rush: White Water, Season 5 and  6 Raw TV Discovery
3 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Fred and Dustin Hurt put together a team of divers, mountaineers and bush mechanics to help them explore and
mine the dangerous white water rapids of McKinley Creek in Alaska.

Locked Up Abroad Raw TV National
4 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
Locked Up Abroad continues to follow Western travellers who find themselves fighting for survival whilst being held
captive in some of the world's most deadly regions.

The Accused: Guilty or Innocent? Brinkworth A&E
60 min Documentary
Accused: Guilty or Innocent? takes viewers inside the lives of people alleged to have committed serious crimes. This
series offers an intimate account of what happens when someone is formally charged with a crime and sent to trial.
Presented solely from the perspective of the accused, their legal team and family members, each episode follows
the accused person’s journey through the planning of their legal defence, the trial and, ultimately, the verdict. As
evidence mounts and the trial approaches, these emotional stories provide a first-hand look at what it is like when
your freedom is on the line.

Pilgrimage, Series 4 CTVC BBC2
60 min Factual Entertainment, Additional Editor
Seven celebrities tackle a modern-day pilgrimage which aims to promote tolerance for all faiths and cultures.

Gold Rush, Series 8 - 12 Raw TV Discovery
7 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Popular observational documentary following a group of unemployed men from Oregon who have set out for
Alaska in search of gold.

Shark School Double Act TV Discovery
60 min Factual Entertainment
New series combining epic Natural History filmmaking of sharks with a new reality format following a group of
adventurers.
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Getaway Driver October Films Discovery
60 min Factual Entertainment
Hosted by Michelle Rodriguez, this series is the real life Fast & Furious. The show challenges the best amateur
drivers from around the US to drive as fast and as furiously as they can through the streets of an abandoned
chemical plant to get away from a fleet of trained pursuit drivers. This series has the energy of fight club, the
adrenaline fuelled excitement of Baby Driver and the reckless, lawlessness of Grand Theft Auto.

All on the Line Raw TV Discovery
60 min Factual
Factual series following the lives of blue-fin tuna fishermen as they risk it all to fight the seas and catch the world's
most expensive giant tuna.

Dr. Jeff Rocky Mountain Vet Double Act TV Animal Planet
60 min Documentary
Dr Jeff, an unconventional vet, and his staff treat a wide variety of animals in his Denver practice.

Valley of the Kings Blink Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
With exclusive access, this documentary follows the biggest scale excavations in the Valley of the Kings in Egypt in a
generation. On the hunt for an ancient Egyptian royal tomb, archaeologists are hoping to uncover an intact tomb
that will rival the discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb nearly a century ago.

Homestead Rescue, Series 2 and 3 Raw TV Discovery
3 x 60 min Documentary
Struggling families learn new bushcraft skills, protect their livestock, grow food and face the most gruelling
challenges yet seen on Homestead Rescue, some are left with the stark decision to tough it out or pack it up and
head back for civilization.

Hunting Ancient Beasts Arrow Media Travel Channel
60 min Documentary, Pilot
Presenter led travel and adventure pilot examining how the remains of prehistoric creatures may have inspired
early humans’ belief in mythological creatures such as the Griffin.

Outrageous Acts of Science October Films Science
60 min Documentary Channel
The fast-paced series scours the Web for the best amateur and professional scientists whose homegrown research
has gone viral and proves that mind-boggling experiments are not just conducted in laboratories anymore.
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Victorian Bakers Christmas Special Wall to Wall BBC2
50 min Observational Documentary
A sequel, this time following the bakers as they journey into the past exploring how baking shaped Christmas, and
how it evolved through the Victorian era to the present day.

Victorian Bakers Wall to Wall BBC2
50 min Observational Documentary
Observational documentary following four British bakers transported back in time to experience what baking was
like in the Victorian era, and how bread shaped British culture.

How Machines Work Windfall Films Discovery
2 x 45 min Documentary
This infotainment series breaks new ground with breath-taking CGI animations that take the viewer into the heart of
machines, revealing incredible details of how they work.

Underworld Inc Wall to Wall National
60 min Documentary Geographic
A window into the criminal underworld. This observational document travels to a huge fracking boomtown in the
USA, following the lives of biker gangs, drug barons, pimps, prostitutes and meth addicts, who tell their stories.

The Chase, Episode 4 and 5 World Media Rights Discovery
2 x 50 min Documentary
A dramatic series that reconstructs the US law enforcement investigations that brought down some of the world’s
top criminal masterminds.

Catastrophe: Birth of the Planet Pioneer Productions Channel 4
50 min Documentary Discovery
Cutting edge five-part science documentary series which examines the theory that global catastrophes are in fact
responsible for creating the Earth, and indeed life itself.

Snowstorm: Britain’s Big Freeze Pioneer Productions Channel 4
50 min Documentary
Cutting edge five-part science documentary series which examines the theory that global catastrophes are in fact
responsible for creating the Earth, and indeed life itself.

Belly of the Beast: Helicopters Pioneer Productions Discovery
60 min Documentary
Rossi Morreale loves machines, and in this series he searches out three advanced pieces of technology to find out
what makes them tick. Rossi discovers the technology that lets the chopper take off and land virtually anywhere and
finds out for himself just how hard these beasts are to fly and gets to ride in a classic chopper - the Bell 47.
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How Do They Do It?, Series 1 and 2 Wag TV Five
30 x 30 min Documentary
Robert Llewellyn (Red Dwarf) presents a ten-part series where he explores and interacts with technology and
discovers more about the modern world.

TV Towns Hamma & Glamma ITV3
60 min Documentary
Stuart Maconie presents this innovative six-part series where he tours Britain to explore the stories behind some of
the country's most-filmed locations.

Built From Disaster: Stadiums Twofour Discovery
60 min Documentary
One of a five-part documentary series which revisits disasters and charts the amazing lengths architects have gone
to since to prevent future tragedies.

Some Kind Of Joy Oxford Film and Television Festivals
60 min Documentary
Documentary tracing the life and works of pioneering architect Nick Grimshaw. Using high quality footage, the film
takes viewers around the world to explore his extraordinary buildings, from Eden Project and Waterloo Station, to
Russia’s golden Pulkovo Airport. Along the way, we learn how they have transformed people’s lives. With exclusive
interviews, Nick describes his early years and where he drew his inspiration and influences.

All the Gear, No Idea! Hamma & Glamma ITV 3
5 x 45 min Documentary, Online Editor
Innovative and entertaining series that ships outmoded British bikers to Los Angeles for a motorcycle and image
makeover -Californian style!

In the Balance Sky, MBC Sky
8 x 30 min Documentary, Online Editor
A Stylish presenter led a documentary series examining religious culture in America.

No Volveran Altered State Film Venezuela
90 min Documentary, Online Editor Television
A detailed political investigation into the events that have taken place in Venezuela since the radical President Hugo
Chavez was elected to power in 1998.

Memories of Hajj MBC
60 min Documentary, Online Editor
Documentary comparing the Hajj pilgrimage of 50 years ago to today’s experience.
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$100 Taxi Ride 2 Café Prods Nat Geo
13 x 30 min Documentary, Online Editor
Innovative travel series following taxi drivers as tour guides.

Factual Entertainment

World Circuit Sunset and Vine Sky, Bravo,
30 x 30 min Factual, Online Editor Worldwide
Lifestyle series following high profile motor-sports drivers on and off the track. What makes these adrenaline
addicts tick?

John Fashenu’s Football Challenge Zig Zag Bravo
2 x 30 min Factual, Online Editor
Reality style sports series following Fashenu’s attempts to transform an amateur football side into champions.

The Rape of Nanjing Café Prods
4 x 10 min Factual, Offline & Online Editor
Video exhibition held at London’s County Hall, about Japan’s World War 2 atrocities in China.

The Frock ‘n’ Roll Years ORTV Carlton
30 min Entertainment, Online Editor
Six part fashion series hosted by Caryn Franklin.

Double Take Government Education Dept
2 x 15 min, Drama, Online Editor
Drama about childcare.

Jamz Nation 217
30 min Entertainment, Online Editor
Music review series hosted by Mary-Anne Hobbs.
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